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Abstract. We used laser-induced decomposition of silane for the fabrication of nanosized Si particles and
studied in detail their structural characteristics by conventional and high resolution electron microscopy.
The silane gas flow reactor incorporated in a molecular beam apparatus was operated without size selection
to achieve a broad size distribution. Deposition at low energy on carbon substrates yielded single crys-
talline, spherical Si particles almost completely free of planar lattice defects. The particles, covered by thin
amorphous oxide shells, are not agglomerated into larger aggregates. The lattice of diamond cubic type ex-
hibits deviations from the bulk spacing which vary from distinct contraction to dilatation as with decreasing
particle size the oxide shell thickness is reduced. This effect is discussed in terms of the strong Si/oxide inter-
facial interaction and compressive stresses arising upon oxidation. A negative interface stress, as determined
from the size dependence of the lattice spacing, limits the curvature of the interface, i.e., at small sizes Si
oxidation must be considered as a self-limiting process.

PACS. 61.16.-d Electron, ion, and scanning probe microscopy – 61.46.+w Clusters, nanoparticles, and
nanocrystalline materials – 81.05.-t Specific materials: fabrication, treatment, testing and analysis

1 Introduction

Silicon based particulates having structural characteris-
tics on the nanometer scale exhibit promising optoelec-
tronic properties, e.g., photoluminescence in the visible
range, that result from size-induced quantum confinement
effects in close relationship to surface passivation by Si−O
bonds [1]. Besides erosive surface techniques widely used
to process bulk silicon [2, 3], there is growing interest in
gas phase synthesis of nanosized Si particles which, by
embedding them in a passivating matrix, may be sta-
bilised against influences of the ambient. Various methods
of synthesis are reported ranging from co-sputtering of
Si and silica, ion implantation of Si into silica, laser ab-
lation and gas phase evaporation of silicon to plasma-
assisted decomposition of silane [4–10]. New hints to the
self-limiting nature of oxide formation at nanosized Si par-
ticles were obtained from Si particles produced by inert gas
arc evaporation [11].

The capabilities of laser vaporisation sources have been
employed for generating cluster beams of materials of low
vapour pressure since more than ten years [12]. A recently
developed novel cluster source [13] yielding well defined,
narrowly dispersed particles [14] has proven to be partic-
ularly well suited for the aim of particle fabrication. The
apparatus combines laser-induced decomposition of silane
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gas in a flow reactor with size selection in the neutral clus-
ter beam and mass detection in a time-of-flight mass spec-
trometer (TOFMS). In addition to previously presented
in-situ gas phase characterisation as well as photolumines-
cence and Raman investigations of such Si particles [15,
16], high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) is now
employed for structural characterisation of the correspond-
ing particles down to the atomic scale.

2 Experimental

The Si particles were generated by laser-induced decom-
position of silane in a gas flow reactor that has been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [13–16]. Silane gas flushed with
helium is admitted to the centre of the reactor where the
gas flow is crossed by a pulsed CO2 laser beam. The flow re-
actor is situated in the source chamber of a molecular beam
machine equipped with a TOFMS. The reaction products
are extracted through a conical nozzle into vacuum and
then pass through a skimmer into the deposition cham-
ber which precedes the TOFMS chamber. Carbon coated
microgrids placed on a sampling probe 30 cm downstream
from the nozzle exit served to collect the particles from
the cluster beam with or without size selection by a ro-
tating chopper wheel. In a typical experiment the reac-
tor was operated under the following conditions: 40 sccm
flow rate of silane, 1100 sccm flow rate of helium, 350 mbar
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Fig. 1. Si particles randomly assembled on the supporting car-
bon film.

total pressure, and 50 mJ CO2 laser pulse energy. No in-
tentional oxidation treatment was applied to the Si par-
ticles, but trace amounts of oxygen possibly present in the
gas flow reactor and in the deposition chamber cannot be
excluded. For structural characterisation by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) a conventional JEM 100C op-
erated at 100 kV and a high resolution electron microscope
JEM 4000EX operated at 400 kV were used. The HREM
images were recorded at optimum imaging conditions (near
Scherzer focus). Particle size, oxide shell thickness and the
spacing of lattice plane fringes were determined from digi-
tised HREM micrographs by digital image processing and
evaluation using the Digital Micrograph (GATAN) and
NIH Image [17] software.

3 Results

Under the conditions mentioned above laser induced
decomposition of silane yields spherical particles with
diameters between 2 and approximately 25 nm. Remark-
ably, they do not agglomerate into larger aggregates as it
is known from other routes of synthesis [8–11]. Instead,
the deposits consist of separated particles, covering at ran-
dom the substrates used for collection and being stacked
onto each other upon prolonged deposition. Figure 1 shows
a selection of a typical layer. The corresponding selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern shown in Fig. 2
includes well established diffraction rings down to a lattice
plane spacing of less than 0.1 nm according to the diamond
cubic lattice of silicon together with diffuse intensity from
amorphous material. The latter is identified to result from
the carbon support as well as silicon oxide.

As may be recognised from Fig. 3, which shows two Si
particles without support (sticking to the edge of a hole
in the carbon film), the particles consist of a crystalline
core completely covered by an amorphous shell probably
being silicon oxide. For particles deposited on amorphous
carbon films, the thickness of the oxide shell cannot be
determined. Thus, the sizes determined from HREM mi-
crographs refer to the dimensions of the crystalline core

Fig. 2. SAED pattern of a typical layer of Si particles with the
Miller indices of diffraction rings indicated.

Fig. 3. HREM image of single crystalline Si particles stick-
ing to the edge of a hole in the carbon film. Their coating by
amorphous oxide shells may clearly be recognised.

only. The corresponding size distribution is given in Fig. 4.
From images such as shown in Fig. 3 (only about 0.1% of
all particles imaged), the thickness of the oxide layer can be
determined. The result of this evaluation is shown in Fig. 5.
It is seen that the thickness of these oxide shells linearly de-
crease from about 2.9 to 0.8 nm when the particle size is
reduced from 33 to 6 nm.

The particles are single crystalline and almost com-
pletely free of planar lattice defects. According to lattice
structure analysis by means of the reciprocal space repre-
sentation (diffractogram) of digitised HREM images, the
lattice of diamond cubic type exhibits distinctly reduced
spacing as compared to the bulk value for particles larger
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Fig. 4. Particle size distribution as determined from crys-
talline core dimensions.
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Fig. 5. Oxide shell thickness as function of the actual particle
size.

than about 3 nm (crystalline core diameter). This lattice
compression diminishes for decreasing particle size and
changes to lattice dilation for particles smaller than about
3 nm, as is demonstrated by the plot of the spacing of the
{111} lattice plane fringes versus the reciprocal particle
diameter shown in Fig. 6.

4 Discussion

The present electron microscopy investigation of the Si
particles revealed structural characteristics related to the
peculiarities of nanostructured silicon and the conditions
of synthesis applied. Different from other observations at
Si-based particulates [8–11] no particle agglomeration was
found which may be due to the rapid transfer of particles
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Fig. 6. Spacing of {111} lattice plane fringes as a function of
the reciprocal particle size. The broken line corresponds to the
d{111} bulk value.

from the reaction zone into high vacuum, directly after for-
mation. This ‘dilution’ procedure obviously prevents the
formation of larger aggregates in the cluster beam.

The formation of amorphous surface oxide on Si and
Ge particles of a few nm to a few 100 nm in size has been
reported in a number of publications [11, 18–20]. Size ef-
fects were determined with respect to the oxide compo-
sition [18, 19] as well as to the oxidation rate [20], i.e.,
with decreasing particle size an increasing oxygen defi-
ciency and a decreasing oxidation rate, respectively, were
observed. The latter effect was also demonstrated for Si
nanowires of conical shape [21]. Oxidation may set in even
in vacuum at a relatively low oxygen partial pressure of
about 4×10−8 mbar [22, 23]. A core/shell structure was
also deduced for deposited Si clusters upon oxygen ad-
sorption [24]. Therefore we consider the oxidation of our
Si particles likewise to result from oxygen exposure start-
ing already in vacuum and being continued by their expo-
sure to the ambient. Taking into account the storage under
ambient conditions and the dependence of the oxide shell
thickness on the particle size (see Fig. 5), we expect it to
correspond to the respective saturation configuration.

The state of stress of the Si particles monitored by their
respective lattice spacing may be interpreted in terms of
the formation of a new phase, i.e., the surface oxide or the
formation of a Si/oxide interface. With the formation of
oxide at the particle surface compressive stress to accom-
modate the volume expansion arises that may attain values
of several GPa [21], hence enabling lattice contraction of
the observed extent. The stress at the Si/oxide interface
ought to diminish with decreasing oxide thickness. While
this applies to planar Si structures, it may fail with non-
planar structures of nanometer size.

To describe the effect of the Si/oxide interface on non-
planar Si nanostructures we first consider particles free of
surface oxide. Owing to the surface curvature, small par-
ticles are in a state of compression. For the cubic lattice
type the resulting reduction of lattice spacing 4a is given
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by the Laplace-type equation

4a=−2faκ/3r (1)

where f is the surface stress, a the bulk lattice parameter,
κ the compressibility, and r the particle radius. Small par-
ticles coated by a shell of foreign material may be treated
as particles embedded in a matrix where the surface stress
is replaced by the interface stress f∗. Accordingly, size de-
pendent changes of the lattice spacing are determined by
value and sign of the interface stress. From (1) and from the
size dependence of the lattice spacing (see linear regression
in Fig. 6), an interface stress of−5.33 N/m is derived, indi-
cating a strong interaction. This value is within the range
of experimental and theoretical data reported for the sur-
face stress due to the adsorption of oxygen on Si(111) single
crystal surfaces [22]. The particularly large scatter of data
may be due to variations in the oxide stoichiometry and to
non-homogeneous oxide coverage of the particles.

The interface stress representing the elastic response of
the interface to elastic deformation is determined by the
strength of interaction (adhesion work) of the phases adja-
cent to the interface according to

Wadh = f(shell) +f(core)−f∗ (2)

If the strength of interaction in a system of phases exceeds
the sum of the respective surface stress values, the inter-
face stress may attain negative values. A negative interface
stress limits the curvature the interface can withstand for
energetical reasons. Since the process of silicon oxide for-
mation requires the interface to move towards the silicon
phase it will stop at a certain value of interface curvature.
This is the reason that the oxide thickness decreases with
decreasing particle size. Consequently, for small particle
sizes the oxidation of silicon must be considered as a self-
limiting process.

5 Summary

CO2-laser driven pyrolysis of silane has been used to pro-
duce a molecular beam of nanosized Si particles which
were deposited on holey carbon films. Structural char-
acterisation by HREM revealed these particles to be of
high crystallinity and perfection. Amorphous oxide shells,
completely covering the particles, cause lattice contrac-
tions which diminish with decreasing oxide thickness and
decreasing particle size, changing to lattice dilatation at
small particle sizes. These findings provide useful informa-
tion for understanding and predicting the oxidation be-
haviour of non-planar Si nanostructures. In particular, the

optoelectronic properties of oxide passivated Si nanopar-
ticles should be concerned, since the electron density of
states in nanosized Si particles may severely be influenced
by lattice parameter changes of the observed type.
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sche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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